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**Please fill in the Executive Functioning Survey in your handout.**



Definition of Executive Functioning Skills 
Executive Function is the ability to 
integrate a present awareness 

with future anticipation and past experiences 
to develop a reasonable goal & plan 

for the present action 
(while still accounting for and flexibly managing the space, 

time, and people around you)

- Sarah Ward



So what does that REALLY mean?
1. Help us use thinking skills

❏ picture of a goal
❏ path to a goal
❏ resources needed

There are 2 periods of significant growth in gray matter followed by 
periods of consolidation:

❏ early childhood
❏ age 11 or 12

2. Guide our behavior as we move 
toward our goals

❏ face a new challenge
❏ resolve to pursue a goal



Ages and Stages                  (Handout developmental list)

The EF system takes 3 decades to reach full maturity 
(23-26 years of age)

● Shift from External to Internal events
● Shift from the Temporal Now to the Hypothetical Future
● Shift from Immediate Gratification to Valuing the 

Delayed Consequences
● Shift from Being Controlled by Others to 

Self-Regulation



Executive Skills Survey
Know your own strengths and weaknesses!

● Mismatch between skill patterns = high potential for conflict, difficulty 
helping student build deficient skills

● Similar weaknesses = conflict potential, easier to recognize in others than self

With a clear understanding of EF skills in general and your own processing style 
specifically, it is easier to understand your students and to identify intervention 

strategies that are a good match for student strengths



How can I teach Executive Functioning Skills?

* Let’s Get Real
NO magic wand

* External Intervention
Teach, Verbal Scaffolding, Games

                    (Handout)
* CHILD input and involvement 

Humor, Choice, Partnership



Time management
Prerequisite skills - tell time, make and follow a schedule, estimate how long it 
takes to do something



Development of Time Horizon
.

2 Years Old NOW

3-5 Years Old 5-20 Minutes

1st Grade Several Hours

3rd Grade 8-12 Hours

12-16 Years Old 2-3 Days

17-23 Years Old 2-3 Weeks

23-35 Years Old 3-5 Weeks



See and Sense the passage of time
Time Timer
● Doesn’t match the clock
● No starting point

Countdown Timer
● Stress

Digital
● Doesn’t allow for visualization of passage of time



Make Time Visible

1. Get Ready
2. Create Time Markers
3. Identify When to Stop
4. Create a Checkpoint
5. Self-Monitor





Internal and External Time Robbers



External Distractions - Help from the enviornment

CONTROLLING INTERNET DISTRACTION:
● Windows: ifocusonwork.com
● Mac: SelfControl: 

http://visitsteve.com/made/selfcontrol/
● Mac: Macfreedom.com

http://www.ifocusonwork.com/
http://visitsteve.com/made/selfcontrol/
http://www.macfreedom.com/


Other Time Tools

360 Thinking 
Time Tracker App

Wondertime Clock
● PreK-3rd grade
● If not reading a clock

http://tinyurl.com/wondertimeclock



Planning or Getting Ready
Prerequisite skills - ability to create a roadmap, decide what is important, 
maintain systems for organization



Get Ready, Do, Done 
Plan my work then work my plan.

1- Take HOME folder out of 
backpack and put on floor
2- Take Five Star out of backpack 
and put on floor
3- Take Chromebook out of 
backpack and put on floor
4- Hang up backpack
5- Pick up Home folder, Five Star, 
and Chromebook 
6- Lock locker 

Chromebook

Orange Homework 
Folder

Five Star



Get Ready, Do, Done - In Action!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BxbyR1El92JDTW5reGt1cnJ6WXM/preview


Done - Match the Picture

Backpack Packed Up

1- Orange Folder

2- Assignment Notebook

3- Lunch Bag



Done: Match the picture : Block and Box
Are you ready for school? Are you ready for softball?

Head to Toe!
❏ Hat
❏ Coat
❏ Backpack
❏ Lunch bag
❏ Water bottle
❏ Chromebook
❏ Boots

Boots Cleats

Head to Toe!
❏ Headband
❏ Jersey
❏ Bag
❏ Bat
❏ Cleats



Get Ready: Is your bag packed?
Use a luggage tag - attach to the bag



Organized Materials - Do you have what 
you need for class?

Have students create a “Get Ready” 
album in their devices



Plan for the week:



Apps to use for Match the Picture

Strip Design Skitch First-Then Doodle Buddy



Do: Steps to create the list
1. Make a list of all the things that need to be done.
2. Decide the order the task should be done.
3.  Turn the list into a checklist.
4. Talk with child about how process will work.
5. Identify what time the whole routine needs to be finished.
6. Put system to work - cued at each step
7. Fade supervision. 

8.  IF A REPEATED TASK: Make multiple copies.



Choices and Jobs
Provide Choices!

Increases ownership and control 
over a task

❏ location
❏ order
❏ tool
❏ job

Job Talk!
Trick: turn the task into a “job” and 
name for the child their “job title”

Washer, Holder, Dumper, Wiper, 
Loader, Sprayer, Wiper, Talker, 
Writer…

❏ Creates immediate structure for 
the student

❏ Accesses procedural memory
❏ Limits emotional responses

-er



Keys to success
1- Add reinforcer for completing the process on time or with minimal reminders, or give 
points

2- Set a timer for each step, make it a challenge

3- Adjust, can some be done the night before?

4- Instead of checklist, use index cards and hand them the card or a flip ring

5- Keep supports and supervision in place until the child achieves mastery or success

6-Modify tasks to match your child’s capacity to exert effort

7- Don’t attempt on Monday Morning!



Homework 



1. Solve each 
problem

Worksheet
Pencil



Estimating Time in the DO (handout)
Solve 

4

4 3 12

15



Overcoming the Planning Fallacy
● How many sections/tasks?
● How many parts/questions in each section?
● Assign 1 minute per part to get a basic idea of time
● Then rate the difficulty of the Part/Question: 1-2-3

● Easy: 1 minute
● Kind of Hard: 2 minutes
● Hard: 3 minutes

● Round up/Down to 5 minute intervals



Homework Plan (handout)
Math



Daily Planner with Time (handout):

Helps student visualize their week 
see how it can be the same but 
different. 

1- Shade in typical week

2- Put in sheet protectors

3- Dry erase marker 
              Top Three
               Maybe’s and Go Withs

4- Sticky post-it for Top Three



Apps for Time Management and Homework

Eternity Lite App MyHomework



Homework Office





Folder System

Label Each Folder Pocket:

- Grade Work
- To Do Tonight
- To Hand In Tomorrow
- Due Later 



Jogger Sheet - In the Folder 



Long Term Planning - Projects 

1. Talk about the goal
2. List all topics or highlight Must haves related to assignment
3. Draw out the project 
4. List materials and resources including where the child will 

get them and when
5. List steps in order
6. Cut out drawing place on calendar 
7. If needed, mini steps for each larger step



          

1. Talk about the goal
2. List all topics or highlight Must 

haves related to assignment
3. Draw out the project 
4. List materials and resources 

including where the child will 
get them and when

5. List steps in order
6. Cut out drawing place on 

calendar 
7. If needed, mini steps for each 

larger step







Cognitive Connections Academic Planner

$36.13
cognitiveconnectionstherapy.com



Studying for Tests (handout)

- Many children don’t know how to study
- Keep monthly calendar with upcoming tests
- From 5 days before test, create plan
- Discuss strategies
- Self-evaluation 

Tips: Use several strategies, set a timer





Books for Further Information
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Questions?


